
Staff Meeting Minutes 10/27/22 
Note taker: Kris 

 
 

1. Land Conversation: MDM suggested that we draft a general explanation or proposal so 
that we can easily explain our request. Also suggested to find the building manager for 
the Fontaine as a starting place. 

2. Gala: MDM is making the final video which Kris will add to Grace Notes along with some 
content encouraging folks to actually watch it.  

3. Stewardship Letter: Office staff are poised to send the letter as soon as it’s ready. 
4. Resuming financial updates: Send to parish quarterly. We talked about ways to inform 

the parish of financial responsibilities by storytelling and video testimonials. Also 
mentioned: budget for larger expenses over several years. (Sabbatical, roofs…) No 
updates on this as of yet. Kris will meet with Curt tomorrow and mention this. 

5. Advent: Dan is nearly done with the zine and stickers. Test print to happen by the end of 
the week.  

6. Christmas Card: The image from the sticker that will be sent with the zine will be the 
Christmas card cover.         

7. Resume Holiday Park Eucharist: Kris called twice with no luck. Next step: Martin or Kris 
go in person to ask. 

8. Meeting time will change to Wednesdays at 11:30am starting Nov. 2 - still ok? 
9. End of year Donation page on website now updated to say 2023. We would like to 

determine the date it should switch over moving forward. Martin what do you think? 
10. New Platform suggestion: Subsplash. It’s super cool and MDM sent a link for a video 

that explains the features. Kris will forward link to Martin.  
11. Preparation for Baptisms: Demetria brought up having cupcakes since the baptisms are 

for children. Kris will reach out to Judith Meckling to see if she will organize that. Jackie 
is working on finding the info for the Baptismal certificates for Zavie and Genevieve as 
well as Lilie and Annie Bliss from the past. 

12. De-escalation was great. Kris, Jackie, Martin, and Demetria attended. Will Liz make a 
review form? PHAME has one Friday that is open to GMEC/GI staff if we’d like.  

13. Role of Committees: Matthew David described the function of all committees. Each 
committee envisions a specific plan/recommendation to propose to the Vestry. Then 
the Vestry can simply vote, and things can move faster. These pitches should be sent to 
the office one week before the monthly Vestry meetings. We need to inform all 
committees and Charles about this. Kris is working with the Safety team pitch for 
Sexton/Security roles. Will have this ready by Nov.4 

14. Sexton and Security positions. MDM thought the roles should be separate. JT wondered 
how the budget would work for that. Kris to chat with Curt about it. 

15. Calendar: Adult formation. Internal shared calendar for timelines via slack. Discussed a 
timeline for new platform being ready by Easter if we all agree we like it and the Vestry 
approves it. 



16. Kris will update Slack to pro. First, we need an abbreviated list of people (up to 10) who 
will have pro access since it is spendy. Kris will come up with the list and run by 
everyone. 

17. Jackie requested to talk about Breeze and Courtyard last week. This led nicely into our 
new platform discussion as well as MDM’s role. Kris to discuss in more detail with 
Martin next week. 

18. Google vs. Microsoft poll. Curt recommended that we decide definitively what platform 
we can all agree to use. It sounds daunting to switch to something else, but it deserves 
some more research and thought. 


